Downstate Faculty:

Ever need to post a prerecorded lecture online quickly and easily?

Ever need to connect with others online for a live web meeting, perhaps to stream a live lecture to or from a remote location?

Here's a link to a quick presentation (less than 5 minutes) on our Adobe Connect Pro campus system you can use:

http://vocalcord.downstate.edu/quickintro

Then sign up for our ECT Workshop on how to use the Downstate Adobe Connect Pro system! The workshop will be held Wed afternoon, Sept 28, 2011, 1-4 pm, in the Medical Informatics lab, HSEB E835. Just reply to this message with your reservation (see below).

ECT Workshops focus faculty development on a variety of topics. This semester two different but related workshops are run back-to-back on alternate Wednesdays (1-4 PM) in the Medical Informatics Lab (HSEB E834/835). A printable guide with a schedule and more information on each workshop topic can be found in the Workshops folder inside the Prime Faculty Users group which is located near the bottom of your Home page on Prime. Information on workshops can also be found via the ECT Office main page at http://ect.downstate.edu. These are hands-on activities and space is limited.